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LONG VERSION:
Lisa K. helps people trust their intuition to make better decisions. Lisa teaches others how to use the power
of intuition in their decisions, so they no longer doubt themselves and feel confident moving forward. Lisa
developed a revolutionary new intuition technique combining her extensive knowledge and experience into
an easy to understand step-by-step method anyone can use.
Considered an intuition expert, Lisa and has taught hundreds of people intuition development through both
online and in-person workshops and seminars. Her public appearances reach people around the world
through guest speaking, online media and her popular radio show, “Between Heaven and Earth”.
As the show’s host on Between Heaven and Earth, Lisa K. inspires people through self-help topics that
transform their lives into happier and more fulfilled ones with practical applications that are “conscious
living for your soul.”
Lisa is highly inquisitive and infinitely curious, so she is constantly learning and discovering new concepts
and as a result acquired many certifications and degrees. She holds degrees in Electrical Engineering from
Columbia University, Psychobiology from the State University of New York, and a PhD from the
University of Metaphysical Sciences. Lisa is also certified in many energy healing modalities and intuitive
arts.
As an author, Lisa's work is frequently published in a variety of online magazines including The Huffington
Post, Inspire Me Today, Care2.com and OmTimes Magazine. Her latest book is Intuition On Demand
published by Findhorn Press. For more information about Lisa’s events, workshops and free eBook on
intuition sign up at - http://www.LMK88.com
MEDIUM VERSION:
Lisa K. helps people trust their intuition to make better decisions. Lisa teaches others how to use the power
of intuition in their decisions, so they no longer doubt themselves and feel confident moving forward.
Having developed a revolutionary new step-by-step intuition technique Lisa has taught hundreds of people
how to use their intuition on command. Lisa teaches workshops and seminars both online and in person.
Lisa K.’s public appearances reach people around the world through guest speaking on radio, television,
and online media.
Lisa holds degrees in Electrical Engineering from Columbia University, Psychobiology from the State
University of New York, and a PhD in Metaphysical Sciences from the University of Metaphysical
Sciences.
As an author, Lisa's work is frequently published in a variety of online magazines including The Huffington
Post, Inspire Me Today, Care2.com and OmTimes Magazine. Her latest book is Intuition On Demand
published by Findhorn Press. Learn more about Lisa K. and receive a free Intuition eBook at:
http://www.LMK88.com
SHORT VERSION:
Lisa K. helps people trust their intuition to make better decisions. Lisa teaches others how to use the power
of intuition in their decisions, so they no longer doubt themselves and feel confident moving forward.
Considered intuition expert, Lisa has taught hundreds of people intuition development in workshops and
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seminars. Her public appearances reach people around the world through guest speaking on stage, radio,
and online media. Learn more about Lisa K. at: http://www.LMK88.com

50-WORD BIO:
Lisa K. helps people trust their intuition to make better decisions so they no longer doubt themselves and
feel confident moving forward. Lisa holds degrees in Engineering from Columbia University and
Psychobiology from the State University of NY as well as a PhD in Metaphysical Sciences. Learn more at
http://www.LMK88.com

TO BE READ:
Lisa K. helps people trust their intuition to make better decisions. Lisa teaches others how to use the power
of intuition in their decisions, so they no longer doubt themselves and feel confident moving forward
through her revolutionary step-by-step intuition technique anyone can use. Considered intuition expert,
Lisa has taught hundreds of people intuition development in workshops and seminars. Her public
appearances reach people around the world through guest speaking on radio, television, and online
media. Lisa holds degrees in Electrical Engineering from Columbia University, Psycho-Biology from the
State University of New York, and a PhD from the University of Metaphysical Sciences.
Her latest book is Intuition On Demand – a step-by-step guide to intuition you can trust, published by Inner
Traditions.

